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Abstract: Nowadays, the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have obtained much attention by research community for their ability to support a variety of applications. However, due to unpredictable behavior of sensor nodes, the cluster head-based data aggregation and routing issues pose significant challenges in WSNs. Recently, a handful of cluster head selection and routing techniques are presented for the improvement of network lifetime, energy efficiency and other important QOS-parameters. In addition, the energy-efficient techniques considered residual energy and distance parameter as path metric for the selection of next-hop for data communication. Although, these existing techniques aimed to improve the next-hop selection based on energy, such techniques lack efficient packet delivery in overloaded links. The purpose of our proposed technique is to design a Modified QoS-aware heterogeneously clustered routing protocol (MQHCR) which support delay-sensitive and QoS-applications. Our proposed MQHCR protocol conserve node energy, decrease delay, improve network lifetime and reduce routing link cost. In the first phase, the MQHCR efficiently elect cluster head (CH) based on energy and in the second phase, it selects the next hop based on various factors such as hop count, Round Trip Time (RTT) and residual energy. The results of the proposed routing technique demonstrate the improvement of MQHCR protocol as compared to other existing competing routing protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The modern era due to their ability to work in harsh environment without any required infrastructure. The nodes in WSNs are deployed randomly in adhoc manner which helps to gather sensing information from the outer world [1]. The nodes observe, process, aggregate and forward the sensed data to nearby nodes to finally accepted at sink node [2]. For efficient data transmission towards the base station, the entire network is divided into small clusters and this process is termed as clustering. After the formation of clusters, the node which satisfy certain conditions will be chosen as cluster head (CH) [3]. This cluster head node collects all the required data and further send it towards the sink node. The WSNs pose challenging constraints for communication protocols due to limited and non-replaceable resources [4]. In the traditional wireless networks, the routing protocols tend to improve network latency and data delivery. However, in WSNs, the main emphasis involves energy conservation and network overhead. The advantages of conventional routing technique include consistency, This disadvantage can only be overcome by developing energy efficient routing protocols which helps to improve network lifetime and network latency. Therefore, recently different researchers stress on development of robust and adaptive routing protocols for enhancement of energy efficiency and appropriate path discovery towards the destination nodes. The hierarchical-routing techniques are developed to improve network lifespan and energy efficiency. These techniques work on efficient load distribution among sensor nodes after incorporating sub-optimal paradigm and probabilistic methods [6]. However, due to the random behavior of communication links, the path discovery process in these protocols are not optimized and required re-clustering in every communication round [7]. Furthermore, large number of path discovery packets are flooded through various relay nodes which consume network energy and incurs routing overhead [8]. Therefore, the routing protocol must select an optimum path for data dissemination and re-tuning [9]. This paper attempt to improve network lifetime by developing energy aware heterogeneously clustered protocol and finding an optimum path for efficient data delivery which further improve QoS [10]. The proposed protocol called as Modified QoS-aware heterogeneously clustered routing protocol (MQHCR) initially divided the whole network into clusters, elect cluster head based on energy, and provide routing solution based on residual energy, RTT and hop count factors. In addition, high network reliability is achieved through updated routing paths based on network measurements.

The main research findings of this work are summarized as follows:

(i) To explore a cluster formation and CH selection technique for densely deployed WSNs based on distance to BS and node residual energy.

(ii) To design an energy-aware, reliable and QoS improvement-based routing protocol (MQHCR) in clustered wireless sensor networks.

(iii) To compare the performance of proposed MQHCR protocol with other existed competing protocols in clustered WSNs.

This research paper is organized as follows. The numerous energy-efficient routing techniques related to WSN are briefly explained in Section 2. Energy consumption modelling, proposed MQHCR protocol architecture are presented in section 3. The simulation performance evaluation of proposed protocol and its comparison with existing techniques are presented in section 4. Finally, conclusion is discussed in section 5.
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2 RELATED WORK

Due to the difference between the operation of normal wireless networks and the wireless sensor networks, the IP-based routing protocols are not suitable for WSNs. Thus, the routing protocols with distinct characteristics are proposed by various authors in WSN. The routing protocols in WSN falls in three main categories such as hierarchical, locations based and data-centric routing protocols. In hierarchical based routing schemes, network nodes are divided into different groups called as clusters and every cluster elect its own cluster head based on some parameters-based criteria. The CH is responsible for data aggregation and forwarding towards the base station (BS). The normal nodes perform sensing function and report to respective CHs [11]. Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) is considered as the base of clustering-based routing in WSNs [12] and one of the most inspiring and popular hierarchical protocols. The LEACH operation is divided into two different phases, initial phase called as set-up phase and final phase called as steady-state phase. In set-up phase, the clusters are formed based on random distribution technique and in set-up phase, the sensor nodes send their data to CHs. However, the LEACH lacks its suitability for dense sensor networks and not suggest any packet relaying scheme. An energy-balanced clustering routing protocol (BPA-CRP) has been developed in [13]. In this technique, the network is allocated into different layers and clusters. The algorithm enables each cluster to perform more than one round without entering set-up phase. The BPA-CRP algorithm developed a new role for the node called as “forwarder” which relay the data towards BS. A new energy efficient routing protocol (ENEFC) has been introduced in [14] which provide three different levels of routing: Cluster hierarchical routing, Multi-hop hierarchical routing and multi-level hierarchical routing. In every round when route breaks, this technique changed the level of routing between the BS and CH. In [15] a new energy-aware and neuro fuzzy cluster routing technique has been introduced. In this scheme, the authors aimed to enhance the performance of cluster based WSNs with the help of machine learning and neural network tools. In addition, four important are parameters that can influence the network performance. These parameters include the distance among sink and CH, the CH node residual energy, the among CH and sensor node and the degree of CH. Th proposed technique outperform in terms of network lifespan and efficient energy utilization. In [16], a new clustered routing protocol (CQR) for distributed WSNs has been proposed. In this technique, the authors exploit issues like link failure and resilience in WSNs. The network achieved QoS requirement through efficient selection cluster heads. The proposed CQR technique successfully increase the network efficiency with lower packet drop rate in mobile and stable conditions. However, the proposed technique does not provide significant improvement of energy efficiency. This technique helped to achieve better packet delivery rate despite mobility of CHs. A new sleep-based clustering technique for lower energy consumption has been introduced in [17]. This technique utilizes binary particle swarm optimization technique for grouping of base stations in one cluster which is having higher interference value. A sleep strategy has been introduced for base stations and orthogonal spectral sources are assigned for smaller BS within the cluster. Although, the designed technique reduces energy consumption but fail to improve the other quality of service parameters. The authors in [18] proposed an energy-aware reliable protocol (RER) in MWSN. This technique utilizes hop-to-hop retransmission strategy to achieve better message reliability. A metric has been formulated based on separation among relay node and current node, separation among sink node and relay node and quality of link. The routing of packets through different paths follow new metric which exceed energy efficiency, reliability, network lifespan and packet delivery ratio. A new multipath QoS-oriented routing strategy has been introduced for multimedia wireless sensor networks [19]. This algorithm utilizes a multipath transmission model based on spline path planning with delay-energy balance which generates uniformly distributed paths. Furthermore, this work optimizes the workflow in multipath routing by creating a sub flow after considering energy consumption and throughput. This technique achieves minimum delay and energy consumption while improving throughput. In [20], the authors proposed a hybrid clustering strategy based on fitness function. This fitness function replaced the CH probability in the threshold function of LEACH protocol for better results. In addition, the newly designed fitness function proves its suitability in heterogeneous networks. A new TDMA schedule has been introduced which guarantee that each node performs data transmission once per frame. This concept helps to achieve uniform energy consumption and improve energy efficiency.

3. MQHCR PROTOCOL

This section will elaborate the network assumptions, energy modelling, the architecture of proposed MQHCR protocol and the phases of data transmission within the network.

3.1 Assumptions

A practical WSN is always designed based on certain assumptions, the various assumptions considered for this work are as follows.

i. All nodes are distributed randomly within the network field; the nodes remain immobile and recognized by unique IDs.

ii. All sensor nodes knew their location either through GPS system or location algorithm.

iii. The nodes possess different levels of energy; some percentage of nodes have higher energy than others.

iv. The power of source nodes is adjustable according to its distance from the destination.

v. All network nodes possess same type of constraints and capabilities in terms of data processing.

vi. The BS or sink nodes possess unlimited battery energy high radio range than normal nodes.

3.2 Energy modelling of MQHCR protocol

This section describes the radio model for MQHCR protocol. The presented model combined both multipath and free space [20]. The energy consumption model is revealed in figure 1. To transfer \( x \) (bit) data packet at sampling rate \( r \) (bit/s) to distance \( d \), the amount of energy consumed will be represented as follows: 

\[
\text{Energy consumed} = \frac{E_{\text{transmission}}}{2} + \frac{E_{\text{reception}}}{2} + \frac{E_{\text{processing}}}{2} + \frac{E_{\text{storage}}}{2}
\]
\[
E_{\text{TX}}(x, d, r) = E_{\text{TX elec}}(x, r) + E_{\text{AMP}}(x, d, r) = \\
\begin{cases}
E_{\text{TX elec}} \times \frac{x}{r} + \varepsilon_{fs} \times \frac{x}{r} \times d^2 & \text{for } d < d_o \\
E_{\text{TX elec}} \times \frac{x}{r} + \varepsilon_{mp} \times \frac{x}{r} \times d^4 & \text{for } d > d_o
\end{cases}
\]

\[
E_{\text{RX elec}}(x, d, r) = E_{\text{RX elec}} \times \frac{x}{r}
\]

Where:
- \( E_{\text{TX}}(x, d, r) \): Energy consumed for transmission of a single packet.
- \( E_{\text{TX elec}}(x, r) \): Electronics energy consumed for channel and source coding.
- \( E_{\text{AMP}}(x, d, r) \): Power consumed by a power amplifier.
- \( x \): represents the packet size.
- \( r \): represents the data rate (bits/sec.)
- \( \varepsilon_{fs} \): Amount of energy consumed for a single bit in free space.
- \( \varepsilon_{mp} \): Amount of energy consumed for a single bit in multipath propagation.
- \( E_{\text{RX elec}}(x, d, r) \): The percentage of consumed energy inside the receiver.
- \( E_{\text{RX elec}} \): Energy consumed for running of receiver circuit.

3.3 ARCHITECTURE OF MQHCR PROTOCOL

The architecture of MQHCR includes formation of clusters and routes as revealed in fig. 2.

i. In the initial step, the whole network is fragmented into different geographical clusters and a CH was elected based on remaining battery energy and the distance. The heterogeneous nature of nodes in terms of energy had significantly influence the network lifetime.

ii. The route discovery phase calculates the most appropriate path in terms of energy, hop count and network traffic on a link.

iii. The MQHCR access the node status and link performance and accordingly transmit data on new selected path. All collective phases are responsible to achieve energy efficiency and QoS requirements. The workflow of MQHCR in depicted in fig 4.

3.4 STEP 1: CLUSTER FORMATION

In the cluster origination phase of MQHCR, the BS initiate the location detection process by flooding the discovery messages towards the network sensor nodes. The next-hop nodes update their location information in their routing table based on discovery information and forwards to their neighbors. In this way all nodes update their routing table and select suitable node as neighbor based on minimum hop count. The nodes select next-hop and transmit their position co-ordinates. This process carried out till the BS assess the statistics of whole network.
efficient groups with minimum overheads. The MQHCR then perform the cluster head selection process with least computational cost. The CH election process make use of residual energy and centrality facets. In addition, to increase the network lifetime, only those nodes can participate in the CH election process whose energy exceeds a threshold energy value as shown in Eq (3). The $E_{\text{threshold}}$ can be adjusted dynamically depending upon the ratio of node energy consumption in data transmission. Similarly, the centrality factor $C(u)$ of a node has been incorporated in the proposed work. The centrality factor is defined as the reciprocal of sum of distance of the node from position $y$ to its neighbors $z$ for a given cluster as represented by Eq (4).

$$E_{\text{threshold}} = \varphi \times E_{\text{initial}}$$ (3)

$$C(u) = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} d(x,y)}$$ (4)

Where $E_{\text{initial}}$ represents the initial node energy at the time of deployment.

3.5 Step 2: Route Formation

The route formation phase involves multiple node and link quality-based parameters to choose the next-hop in the route. These parameters include hop-count, weighted round trip time and residual energy of nodes. While making routing decision, the proposed MQHCR utilize fitness function to select the next-hop of sensor node $i$, which combined all the factors mentioned above and shown in Eq (5).

$$FF = w_1 \times E_{\text{residual}} + w_2 \times \frac{1}{\text{hop-count}} + w_3 \times \frac{1}{W_{\text{RTT},i,j}}$$ (5)

Where $E_{\text{residual}}$ represents the residual energy of node, $\text{hop-count}$ represents the hop count value and $W_{\text{RTT},i,j}$ represents the weighted round trip time. The $w_1, w_2,$ and $w_3$ are the associated weights which can be adjusted according to the priority. The node which is having maximum value of fitness function is selected as next hop. The energy factor in the fitness function improves network lifetime and RTT value improves the network throughput. The node $i$ estimate RTT through beacon messages as shown below in Eq (6).
\[ RTT_{ij} = \sum (R_x - T_x) \]  

(6)

Where, \( R_x \) and \( T_x \) represents the receiving and transmission time of beacon messages for a given node. The quality of channel and the transmission distance affect the RTT value. RTT represents the total round trip time by the data packets to arrive at receiver and the corresponding acknowledgement [21]. Therefore, the lowest value of \( RTT_{ij} \) indicates good quality channel which improves throughput. The RTT value changes with time, so, its weighted value \( W_{RTT_{ij}} \) can be computed below in Eq (7).

\[ W_{RTT_{ij}} = \theta_1 \times RTT_{ij}(t) + \theta_2 \times RTT_{ij}(t+1) \]  

(7)

Where \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are used as normalized factors whose value varies between 0 and 1. Fig 5 shows the selection of alternate path if a link in the present path exhibit high latency. So, the proposed protocol helps to avoid lossy wireless links and faulty nodes for better throughput performance.

\[ \text{Fig. 5. Low latency back-up path formation.} \]

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section evaluates the clustering and routing performance of proposed MQHCR protocol. For the best results in varying density sensor field, the different parameters are evaluated. The network area is a square field of 400m \( \times \) 400m. The nodes are heterogenous in nature whose initial battery energy varies between 3J to 7J. The simulations are performed in MATLAB for validation. We perform simulation with 100 nodes having different energy levels. The simulation parameters are given in table 1. The MQHCR performance is compared with QHCR, CCWM, and PASCCC protocols.

4.1 NETWORK LIFETIME

Network lifetime is measured in the terms of dead nodes with increasing value of communication rounds. The death of nodes occurs due to the excessive use of set of nodes repeatedly. In the proposed protocol several factors are considered to lengthen the life of a node which includes higher initial energy nodes are selected as CH, base station nominates central nodes as CH and Round-trip time of a links. These factors improve the network lifetime compared to existing protocols. The performance of proposed protocol is shown in fig. 6.

\[ \text{Fig. 6. Network Lifetime} \]

4.2 Network Stability time

The time elapsed between the instant of deployment and the instant at which first node dies in the sensor network is called network stability period. Fig. 7 depicts the network stability period. The MQHCR has more stability than QHCR, CCWM and PASCCC protocols. The proposed protocol chooses CH based on distance and choose optimum link for data transmission which help in improvement of network stability.

\[ \text{Fig. 7. Network Stability} \]

4.3 Energy consumption, Throughput and End to end delay

The High energy consumption always impact the network performance and reduce the lifetime, similarly throughput and end to end delay decide the quality factor of sensor network. These factors cannot be optimized through a single objective. Therefore, the optimization of these factors required the design and formulation of more realistic fitness function and network measurements.
The energy consumption, throughput and end to end delay are depicted in fig. 8, fig.9 and fig. 10 respectively. The proposed MQHR shows significant improvement in these three factors. The throughput and delay attributed to least hop-count factor, RTT and link reliability consideration in proposed methods. Whereas, the energy minimization is due to the residual energy factor in the fitness function.

5. CONCLUSION
MQHCR protocol solve the issues like in-efficient data routing and energy efficiency of WSN in different realistic scenarios. Majority of existing routing strategies create unbalanced clusters and consider only energy and distance-based parameters in routing decision. These protocols suffer from packet retransmissions and high transmission cost. Few protocols tried to improve the next-hop neighbor selection based on neighbor information but failed to address congestion problem on noisy wireless links. In the proposed MQHCR routing protocol, we consider link reliability, energy of node and hop count for new path selection. In addition, during data transmission phase, if any node suffers unavoidable congestion due to low quality on its link, it can request to source node to change of path. This process improves network throughput and decrease latency. Furthermore, the proposed protocol chooses multi-metric fitness function for next-hop selection. The next-hop positions are optimized based on node condition and packet transmission to congested links are eradicated. The experimental results conclude that the proposed protocol significantly increase network lifetime, energy efficiency, and throughput.
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